The framework of information theoretic learning (ITL) has been verified as a powerful approach for robust machine learning, which improves robustness significantly in regression, feature extraction, dimensionality reduction and so on. Nevertheless, few studies utilize ITL for robust classification. In this study, we attempt to improve the robustness of the logistic regression, a fundamental method in classification, through analyzing the characteristic when the model is affected by outliers. We propose an ITL-based variant that learns by the error distribution, the performance of which is experimentally evaluated on two toy examples and several public datasets, compared with two traditional methods and two states of the art. The results demonstrate that the novel method can outperform the states of the art evidently in some cases, and behaves with desirable potential to achieve better robustness in complex situations than existing methods.
Preliminaries Noise and Outlier in Classification
Different from the noises in regression, which exactly refer to those samples diverging from the foreseeable distribution, the noises in classification can be systematically classified into two categories: attribute noises and label noises (Zhu and Wu 2004) . The attribute (or feature) noise means the implicit measurement error resulting from noisy sensors. By contrast, the label noise means a mistake when labelling samples. As a special case of noise, outlier stands for more severe deviation than common noise, which usually causes serious performance degradation. According to the above taxonomy, attribute outliers signify large attribute values but completely irrelevant to label information, and label outliers could imply that some typical samples are however assigned with wrong labels possibly due to manual mistakes.
Logistic Regression
Logistic regression (LR) is a probability based classifier which has been considerably applied across disciplines. Formally, given a fixed parameter ω ∈ R d and a sample x i ∈ R d with its label t i ∈ R, the probability that x i Copyright c 2020, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
belongs to positive class (class 1) is predicted as p i = P (t i = 1) = 1 1+exp (−ω T xi) , in which the mapping from ω T x i ∈ (−∞, ∞) to probability p i ∈ (0, 1) is well known as the Sigmoid. Based on the assumed Bernoulli distribution in LR, the opposite probability for negative class (class 0) is P (t i = 0) = 1−p i . To learn the parameter ω, given samples
, is usually finished by maximum likelihood. Another framework, cross entropy, can lead to the same result that minimizes the difference between
based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence. These two are unified into the following form:
(t i log p i + (1 − t i ) log(1 − p i ))
(1) which holds desirable convexity in optimization, denoted as LR-CE in this paper. W stands for the parameter space.
Note that in training the actual predicted value is not the discrete label but the continuous probability. Thus, one can obtain a continuous error value by e i = t i − p i and it is feasible to learn by the mean squared error (MSE) as in regression tasks. However, the crucial drawback is non-convexity, which explains why the solution in (1) is preferred for LR.
In Figure 1 , we illustrate the relationship between ω T x i , predicted probability p i and prediction error e i , which is precisely the inspiration of this work. Figure 1 (a) plots a twodimensional toy dataset in which samples of class 0 (Negative) are blue colored, while samples of class 1 (Positive) are red colored. Except for the regular samples, in which x 1 (class 0) and x 2 (class 1) serve as two representatives, we contaminate this toy with outliers, where x 3 , x 4 serve as label outliers, and x 5 ∼ x 8 are attribute outliers. Note that we denote x 7 and x 8 as innocent outliers because they stay on the same side of the boundary. For clarity, we denote those outliers that lie in the positive side but are assigned a negative label as F N outliers (e.g. x 4 and x 6 ), and vice versa for F P outliers (e.g. x 3 and x 5 ). Given the optimal parameter ω * , Figure 1 (b) analyzes the predictions and errors for each representative sample. One can see that the errors brought by inliers and innocent outliers will be less than 0.5 in the sense of absolute value. On the other hand, F N outliers will result in errors belonging to (−1, −0.5), and F P outliers will lead to errors belonging to (0.5, 1). Note that x i is predicted correctly if |e i | < 0.5, otherwise wrongly. Figure 1(c) is an example of error distribution. If the modulus of ω or x i is large enough, the above-mentioned characteristic will produce three significant peaks around 0, −1, and 1. In order to make this process better understand, we select x 3 as an example and make the following interpretation. Given the optimal ω * , p 3 is predicted close to 0 because the attribute of x 3 lies in the negative side. Thus, the error e 3 = t 3 − p 3 will be close to 1, which means totally wrong prediction is similar for x 4 , x 5 , and x 6 . If, as in traditional methods, a large penalty is imposed to a large error, the errors caused by outliers will be dominant, thus making it difficult for the classifier to learn through those meaningful samples. The inspiration of this study is that the optimal parameter will result in an error distribution as shown in Figure 1 (c), which holds three obvious peaks around 0, −1, and 1 by inliers, F N outliers, and F P outliers, respectively. Thus, if a classifier is designed to obtain a similar error distribution, it may achieve satisfactory classification.
Related Works
To solve the issue of robustness, previous works have investigated multiple approaches. Some of them share a similar thought: optimizing a complicated and more robust loss function than the standard cross entropy, which could be robust against both types of outlier (Pregibon 1982; Plan and Vershynin 2012; Hobza, Pardo, and Vajda 2008; Kordzakhia, Mishra, and Reiersølmoen 2001) . Meanwhile, some other works pay more attention to one specific type but may be inferior in the other case (Feng et al. 2014; Tibshirani and Manning 2013; Bondell 2005; Rousseeuw and Christmann 2003) . Generally speaking, a specialized method against one specific type of outlier could outperform a universal method without tendency for either type.
State-of-the-art robust variants for attribute outlier and label outlier were proposed in (Feng et al. 2014; Tibshirani and Manning 2013) , respectively, named as RoLR and LR-SP. To limit the negative effects of attribute outliers, RoLR first uses a mathematical lemma of the sub-Gaussian distribution to remove those samples whose magnitudes exceed a certain boundary, and then learns by solving a linear programming model. LR-SP utilizes another set of parameters (shift parameters) besides the original parameter ω, which are L 1 -regularized to encourage sparsity and represent deviation of labels.
ITL, the framework of this study, is an effective instrument for robust learning (Principe 2010) . However, majority of implementations pay attention to robust regressors. A rare and valuable research for classification probed the application of minimum error entropy (MEE) criterion, a popular approach in ITL, based on a three-layer perceptron network, but the discussion of robustness seems insufficient (de Sá et al. 2013 ).
Method Information Theoretic Learning
For learning machine performing a supervised task to learn the optimal parameters ω * , a central problem is how to design a loss function (f (X), T ) to measure the performance of a hypothesis f : X → T , where we usually denote that X ⊂ R d is the input, T ⊂ R is the target output, and Y = f (X) is the prediction. According to the type of T value, supervised learning can be categorized into regression if T value is continuous, or classification if discrete.
For regression, the most widely used MSE criterion is optimal in Gaussian conditions:
where E[·] is expectation. However, this criterion may suffer severe performance degradation when dataset is contaminated by outliers. In principle, this poor robustness results from that MSE assigns large loss values to large errors, which will account for a large proportion in the entirety, thus seriously affecting the learning process. ITL is an effective framework to improve robustness, which has achieved improvements in regression, feature extraction, dimensionality reduction, etc. (Principe 2010; Liu, Pokharel, and Príncipe 2007; Chen et al. 2018; He et al. 2011) . Under maximum correntropy criterion (MCC), a fundamental approach in ITL, the optimal parameter is obtained by maximizing the correntropy (a measure of the similarity between two random variables) between the target variable T and the output Y (Liu, Pokharel, and Príncipe 2007) :
where κ σ (·) is Gaussian kernel function with kernel bandwidth σ. Due to the locality of the Gaussian kernel function, the correntropy is a robust metric against outliers (Principe 2010) . By contrast, MEE is more suitable for multi-peak noises. Unlike MCC, which directly measures the similarity between T and Y , MEE aims to minimize the quadratic Renyi's entropy (a generalization of Shannon's entropy) of error distribution, whose mathematical expression is:
in whichp(e) is the estimated error probability density function (PDF) by Gaussian kernel. The inner summation is for this estimation, and the outer summation is to obtain the expectation. The ideal learning result of MEE is to compress the error distribution into several narrow peaks, which could be robust against not only heavy-tailed noises but also multi-peak noises. To alleviate the computational bottleneck caused by double summation, quantization technique is implemented that the error PDF is estimated by a little part of samples but not the entirety, thus decreasing the number of inner summation (Chen et al. 2019b ). Finally, the quantized MEE (QMEE) is expressed as:
where M N andp Q (e) is the estimated error PDF based on a little part of samples. c j is an element in quantization codebook, and M j is the corresponding number that how many samples are quantized to this element. With proper quantization, QMEE can maintain the equivalent performance as MEE, and achieves improvement on robustness in some tasks (Chen et al. 2019b; Chen et al. 2019a; Chen et al. 2018) .
ITL Based Robust Logistic Regression
The core of this study is to implement ITL-relative approaches into LR. An intuitive idea is to use MCC or MEE directly as loss function. Here we consider how to combine these two criteria to propose a better robust variant. According to (de Sá et al. 2013) , MEE can usually perform well in regression-like classification tasks (here 'regression-like' means the prediction error is of continuous value) if given a good initialization on parameters, for which we imagine that using MCC to obtain a suboptimal parameter, and then using this result as initialization for MEE can be a good method. However, (de Sá et al. 2013 ) also found that sometimes MEE may fail severely. In these cases, MEE still holds sharp peaks on error distribution and acquires minor error entropy, but it is unable to guarantee that the specific values of the errors are near zero, thus resulting in unacceptable results.
To avoid this divergence, we utilize the concept of quantization codebook in QMEE. From the perspective of principle, the purpose of QMEE is to concentrate the error as close as possible to each c j to achieve a relatively tight error distribution, in which M j acts as a weighting parameter. It is precisely because each c j is obtained from the original error set e i that QMEE plays the same effect as MEE. We can expect that if the codebook is assigned with some specific values, QMEE will focus the error close to these specific positions with a certain weight M j . As illustrated in Figure  1 , if outliers appear in LR, the corresponding errors will be close to ±1, while those errors resulting from inliers will be near zero under the optimal solution ω * . Based on this consideration, we propose a novel robust LR model, in which MCC is utilized to obtain a suboptimal solution for ω (MCC Stage), and this solution plays as initialization for QMEE (MEE Stage) , where the codebook is [0, −1, 1]. Considering how to decide M j , the optimal values should be the numbers of inliers, F N outliers, and F P outliers, corresponding to [0, −1, 1], respectively. However, this will be intractable unless we have prior information about the outlier level. To decide M j , we propose a reasonable method: given ω obtained by MCC, the errors belonging to (−0.5, 0.5) correspond to inliers, and the errors belonging to (−1, −0.5) or (0.5, 1) correspond to F N or F P outliers, respectively. Thus, we obtain:
1 | e i ∈ (−0.5, 0.5)
where M cj is the weight for c j . Note that Considering the kernel bandwidths σ 1 and σ 2 for MCC and MEE Stage, respectively, it is important to select suitable values as with other kernel-based methods. For two hyperparameters, a solution as in (Tibshirani and Manning 2013) is to select the first parameter by a basic cross-validation, and then select the second one on another cross-validation with fixing the first parameter. In this work we select σ 1 and σ 2 successively by two basic five-fold cross-validations. 
Initialization

M Parameters
Given , count the numbers of errors belonging to respective arranges. 
MEE Stage
Experiments
For performance evaluation, we compare the ITL-based methods (including LR-ITL and LR-MCC) to the states of the art (RoLR and LR-SP), and the traditional LR-CE. More comprehensively, the evaluation includes the MSEbased one as well, called LR-MSE, although it is not often used due to its non-convexity. For all non-convex models (LR-MSE, LR-MCC, and LR-ITL), we use Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014), a popular method for stochastic optimization, to learn the parameter. The performance indicator through this paper is the classification accuracy that is computed as (T P + T N )/(T P + T N + F P + F N ). All the averaged accuracies and corresponding variances are given by 100 Monte-Carlo independent repetitions.
Toy Datasets
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we first generate two different toy datasets, the first of which is contaminated by attribute outliers, and the second is contaminated by label outliers. The dimension of these datasets is 20, and all dimensions are relative to the task. In the first toy dataset which is contaminated by attribute outliers, we use a similar method as in (Feng et al. 2014) to generate training samples and testing samples. First we randomly produce 1,000 i.i.d. The labels for testing samples are generated in the same way except that v i is excluded. The numbers of two classes are supposed to be equal because intercept is not introduced in ω * . As a result, a rather clean dataset is completed, and the training samples are similar to those inliers in Figure 1 (a). To contaminate this dataset with attribute outliers, we randomly select some samples from the 1,000 training samples, and then set their attribute values to x i ∼ N (0, 100I D ), which is totally irrelevant to label information, while the testing samples remain unchanged. The number of outliers is denoted by outlier proportion f , which is the ratio between the numbers of outliers and total training samples. It is appreciable that when f = 1, the accuracy will decrease to chance level because training samples do not carry any valid information. To test the robustness of various methods, we increase f from 0 to 1, and plot the results of accuracy in Figure 3(a) .
For label outliers, we use a similar method to generate a dataset. The difference is, we shift the mean of x i to 2 instead of 0 to produce a dataset with unbalanced classes. By this shifting, the amount of major class v.s. minor class is (777.53 ± 149.18):(222.47 ± 149.18). In addition, the probability of two classes being contaminated by label outliers is also different. Here, we use f s for the percentage that the labels of those samples belonging to the minor class flip to the major class, and f l for vice versa. This is recommended in (Frénay and Verleysen 2013), because the authors state that in the cases of label outliers, this asymmetry is considerably common, which is also used in those literature against label outliers (Nettleton, Orriols-Puig, and Fornells 2010; Tibshirani and Manning 2013) . To test robustness, we set f s = 0 and increase f l from 0 to 0.4. The results are shown in Figure 3(b) .
One can observe significant improvements from both toy datasets. In Figure 3 (a), each method achieves almost the same effect without outliers. When f increases, LR-CE, LR-MSE, and LR-SP behave with obvious performance degradation, whereas the other three methods suppress the negative impact of outliers, achieving relatively better results. Especially LR-ITL always achieves the highest accuracy when attribute outliers appear. In the second toy dataset with la- bel outliers, when f l is smaller than 0.2, LR-SP, LR-MCC, and LR-ITL almost achieve the best results simultaneously. When f l is larger than 0.2, LR-ITL behaves the best among all methods. Except for LR-ITL, LR-MCC can achieve nextbest results in most cases. These two toy datasets reveal that the ITL-based methods can indeed exceed the states of the art in some certain tasks.
Public Datasets
To evaluate the proposed method more comprehensively, we select some datasets that describe real objects or events from the UCI repository (Asuncion and Newman 2007) . In detail, we choose (i)BUPA Liver Disorders (bpa for simplification) (ii)Breast Cancer Wisconsin (wbc) (Mangasarian and Wolberg 1990) (iii)Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) (wbcd) (iv) balance scale (bal) and (v)iris. For each dataset, all the attributes consist of only numerical values. In the context of binary classification, we transform those multi-class datasets into several 2-class datasets. To realize this transformation, we build a new dataset that consists of the samples of one specific class, and assign the antagonistic label to the other samples. Thus, a dataset of m classes is converted into m datasets of binary class, which is known as One-vs-all. This helps analyze whether the classifier could extract effective pattern for each class. In the following experiments, the bal(B v.s. all) and iris(ver v.s. all) are abandoned due to their severe class unbalance or linear inseparability. We randomly select 60% samples for training, and the other 40% samples act as testing samples. To test the robustness, we randomly select some training samples and then contaminate them with attribute or label outliers. As for attribute outliers, we consider two common conditions. The first is that the attribute values describe some real measurements, such as length or temperature, where the attributes are usually unbounded. In the second condition, the attribute values are bounded in a fixed range. For example, the indicator of a questionnaire can only be chosen from the given integers. To comprehensively evaluate the proposed method in these two situations, we first normalize the samples to [−1, 1], and then contaminate with outliers of uniform distribution on [−1, 1] or [−10, 10] to simulate the attribute outliers that may occur in the above-mentioned cases. Same as before, the ratio between the numbers of outliers and entirety is denoted by f . The results are summarized in Table 1 . The 'Acoustic' means no outlier is added. As for label outliers, we similarly denote the frequency that the labels of minor class flip to the major class as f s , and f l for vice versa. The results are listed in Table 2 . In both tables, the highest accuracies in each case are marked in bold. The variances are omitted due to space limitation.
One can see that there is no one single method than can always achieve the best result in each case. Each method may be optimal in some cases, but could also fail in others. Nonetheless, in order to clarify which method holds more potential to achieve the best result, counting the times that each algorithm achieves the highest accuracy is a rather convincing way. In both Table 1 and Table 2 , LR-ITL achieves more than half of the best accuracies, occupying an obvious superiority, which reveals that it tends to achieve a better result than others when dealing with those datasets contaminated by attribute or label outliers.
Discussion and Conclusion
Actually, the purpose of this work is not limited to merely proposing a robust variant for LR, but to explore the potential competence of information theoretic learning in robust classification. In (de Sá et al. 2013) , the authors simply applied the original MEE criterion directly to three-layer perceptron, without specifically analyzing how to improve robustness based on the characteristics of the problem. In this paper, our starting point is exactly the error distribution resulting from the outliers in LR as illustrated in Figure 1 . To address the error distribution, we utilize the relevant ITL to propose a novel method. We hope that this work could become a catalyst inspiring people to think about how to better implement ITL in robust classification. In addition, we would like to state some limitations of the selection for those hyperparameters. For the crucial MEE Stage in LR-ITL, the kernel bandwidth σ and the quantization weights M can influence the performance hugely, which are however decided by rather simple methods in this paper. For the kernel bandwidth, although the Silverman's Rule can usually give a relatively proper kernel bandwidth for kernel-based methods (Bishop 2006) , it seems inferior under the proposed LR-ITL through our attempts. Therefore, we look forward to a better method to choose a proper kernel bandwidth directly rather than the time-wasting crossvalidation. Furthermore, we only use a single kernel size for the three distribution peaks at [0, −1, 1]. We speculate that individual kernel sizes for different peaks could probably improve the performance. For the quantization weights M , the derivation in this paper is based on a hypothesis that LR-MCC can achieve a suboptimal solution such that the error distribution obtained by LR-MCC can nearly fit that one under the optimal solution and the numbers of samples in respective ranges will be similar. However, it will be not accurate when LR-MCC fails to give a enough good solution. How to give better individual kernel sizes and quantization weights for each peak will be interesting future works.
In conclusion, we explored the potential of information theoretic learning to improve the robustness of logistic regression against attribute and label outliers, proposing a novel robust variant by creatively combining the characteristics of LR (Figure 1 ) and the QMEE criterion, in which MCC is used to obtain a suboptimal solution as initialization for the MEE Stage. By evaluating the results on toy datasets and public datasets, we prove that the proposed LR-ITL outperforms the states of the art in some certain tasks, and shows considerable potential to achieve better results on complex datasets contaminated by attribute or label outliers.
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